The Nevada System of Higher Education’s (NSHE)  
Sponsored Programs Office &  
Experimental Programs to  
Stimulate Competitive Research (EPSCoR)  
presents  

Nevada Students on the Road to Discovery:  
Undergraduate Research Opportunities in STEM  

When: Wednesday 19 February 2014, 1:00-3:00 PM  
Where: Great Basin College-Elko HTC 121 (host site)  
*With Interactive Video transmission to GBC centers at*  
Ely 118, Winnemucca 108, Pahrump PVC 115, and  
Battle Mountain BM 4  
Who: Nevada students and teachers interested in undergraduate  
research opportunities in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics  

- Learn about the paid research and program opportunities for Nevada college students and teachers funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and other NSHE special sponsored programs.  
- Meet and hear from Nevada college students and teachers as they share their personal and academic experiences as undergraduate research scholars and mentors.  
- Meet representatives of the Sponsored Programs and EPSCoR office.  
- Gain helpful information and resources that promote success in the Nevada STEM Pipeline.